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Board OKs Tuition Hike, Formalizes CGS
BY BILL PITSCH

The Board approved the tuition in
crease on the advice of President Lubbers
who warned that the Board might have to
meet in a special session if it held off a
decision until action is taken by the gov
ernment.
Lubbers requested a fifty cent per

The Board of Control Friday gave
President Lubbers the authority to raise
tuition rates should state appropriations
be cut, and also formally established the
Granduate School of Education.

Board members listen to the discussion o f a resolution during
their m eeting last Friday.

Lanthom Photo by Jo.

The Board also established the Col
credit increase for every percent cut
from its appropriated $9.2 million. lege of Graduate Studies. The approved
Grand Valley has the highest ratio proposal provides for one dean who
of students to teachers of any institu reports to a vice-president. Each new
tion in the state. "A further cut in teach school in the college will appoint a
ers means a cut in students,** he said. director.
All College Senate Chairman Gil
Lubbers said that the college
couldn't ask the faculty to take a cut in Davis, a TJC instructor, explained that
salary, leaving but one alternative, the the graduate school's "umbrella" con
cept allows the individual colleges and
raising of tuition rates.
departments
to propose the addition
Student Government President Frank
Musto informed the Board that many of a field in graduate studies based upo”
students who arc paying their own way their perception of a need.
The new graduate school is inde
through school are finding that funds arc
pendent from GVSC’s undergraduate pro
getting tighter and tighter.
Musto said that students ire aware of grams hut the Board has allowed that
the overload problem experienced by fac only in "rare and extraordinary circum
ulty and staff, but said that “ students stances" should full-time faculty he
hired.
arc hurting too, financially."
The proposal stipulates that the
Vicc-Prcsfticnt Arthur Mills agreed
majority of the faculty must he drawn
with Musto. “ There arc several hundred
wherever possible from the faculty of
students on this campus in dire need al
the existing undergraduate units. The
ready and a further increase will hurt
idea has been well received by many
them."
faculty members.
The significance of the proposal
Mills told Board members that nearly
is that the "umbrella" concept offers
$12,000 in additional student aid may be
the faculty some "control over helterneeded by students because of an in
skelter growth in the school," said
crease.
Davis.

Walter Cronkite Will Open Premier Series This Saturday
Internationally recognized newsman,
Walter £ronkke. who initiated the Bicen
tennial American Issues Forum, will
speak at the first GVSC “ 1975-1976
Premier Series” presentation on Saturday,
October 2$. Th event in the Field House
will begin at 8 pm.
Advance rickets at $2.50 are availa
ble at the Campus Center Concession, and
through Grand Valley's “ Premier Series."
For the past 22 yean, Walter Cronkite has covered virtually every major
news event for CBS News. "The single
most convincing and authoritative figure
in television news” is the way Tim* maga
zine described the anchorman of the
CBS EVENING NEWS (WITH WALTER
CRONKITE).
In addition to being
anchorman and reporter for the pro
gram, Cronkite is managing editor of the
broadcast. He has been anchorman of
the CBS EVENING NEWS since April
1962 when it was a 15-minute broad
cast.
In September 1963. CBS EVENING
NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE be
came network television's first half-hour
fivc-day-a-wcck evening news broadcast,
making its debut with a headline-making
exclusive interview with President John
F. Kennedy. Cronkite also provides five

minutes of analysis each weekday for
“ Dimension^ Walter Cronkite Reporting"
on the CBS Radio Network.
Cronkite has covered every manned
U.S. space mission since Navy Cmdr.
Alan B. Shepard made the first flight in
I9fcl. In July 1969 he received an Emmy
from the National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences for his coverage of the
Apollo 11 moon landing. In May 1971 he
received another Emmy for hit reporting
of two subsequent space flights.
Since 1952 he has also covered all as
pects of the American political scene,
from primaries and conventions, through
elections and inaugurations.
A veteran journalist of more than 40
years, Cronkite has traveled, interviewed
and reported the major events and per
sonalities of the world. Since his .early
days with UPI during World War II, he
has covered war, the Presidency, CGnifoversy, the defeats, expectations, and
depths of our nation.
He has been recipient of numerous
awards, including "Broadcaster of the
Year" from the International Radio and
Television Society, the Freedom of the
Press Award from the George Polk Mem
orial Award Committee, and the William
A ller^J^itcA w w d^oT km rnahsnc^4ent

Fall Enrollment Is Up10%
Early enrollment figures for fall
term, 1975 at GVSC indicate a student
body estimated at about 7,400. Richard
registrar o f the Colleges, states
that final figures will be released when
statistical reports are completed. The first
fall estimate, however, is indicative o f at
a 10.7% increase in enrollment over
6,677 students enrolling in fall, 1974.
Informal GVSC enrollment projec
tor fd l term, baaed on a balance o f
levels and maintenance o f
toe eductsionai quality o f the institution,
estimated at between 7,260

and 7,500. "We are very pleased with the
beginning o f fall term, and with the fact
that we espac out in the area we felt eti
rollment ought to be." Bruce R. Loessin
vice president o f the colleges^aid. "Dis
tribution o f students among the fedcra
tion c f colleges at Grand Valley worked
out well. Although son* of our programs
were filled, we were able through inten
sive counseling, to guide students to alter
natives." He continued. "We believe «
have been able through this procedure, to
the excellence necessary for
.

which cited his "editorial integrity, his
compassion for his fellow man and his
sharp-honed communications skills.”
His honorary degrees number more
than eight, and include the University of
Missouri, Duke University and Dartmouth
College.
A native of St. Joseph, Missouri,
Cronkite began his career as full-time re
porter for the Houston Press, Texas, did a
year of radio work in Kansas City, and
joined United Press in 1939. Me was with
the wire service for 11 years, including

chief UP correspondent at the Nuremberg
trials, and in that position for two years
in Moscow Returning to the U.S.,
he broadcast events in Washington for a
group of radio stations before joining
CBS News, Washington, D.C. in July
1950.
Cronkite, who has been active in the
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences,
is the only newsman to serve (1959 to
1960) as national president of that o r
ganization.

New Pump House Is Nearly Ready

The unfinished pumphouse soon w ill supply Grand Valley's
aarmfrma* nmsarlc
........ ..
BY BOB STANTON
Grand Valley has outgrown it’s present water-supply sys
tem. Long and hot summer days call for more water than the two
wells now used can supply.
Help is on the way.
A new pump-house is being built which will fill the
school's growing needs. The building is situated between the
Ravine af artments and M4?, or land owned by the school. Ot
tawa county has agreed to a fifty year lease with Grand Valley
for the property rights.
Though small,the structure will serve not only Ottawa
county, but also Allendale and Grand Valley. Water rights have
been secured from Grand Rapids. The agreement allows Ottawa
county to tic into the same line that brings Grand Rapids water
from Lake Michigan.
The structure toautd be complete d before Thankagwrmg.
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Board of Control Meetings Appear To Be Staged
Board of Control meetings at the Grand Valley
State Colleges have been rather confusing during the
past year. Tire meetings would seem important, as they
feature GVCC's biggest chieftains making G V SC's big
gest decisions. Yet the meetings are often no more ex
citing than a game of charades.
Last winter, a B o f C member expressed surprise
at the almost total lack o f student attendance at board
meetings. "It's a sham e," said he, "that the students
don't show an interest in these things."
We're sure that one reason for the small turnout
is the feeling that most major board decisions are made
long before the meetings begin. A prime example, here,
is the board's recent approval of G V SC 's Graduate
School of Education.
The proposal for the grad school was to be de
bated at the June 6th B of C meeting. Those who at
tended the meeting saw the following "production":

Page T w o
w i t h B ill B o h n
Grand Valley’s intramural athletic program was established to offer stu
dents the chance to participate in leisure time competition. The emphasis in
intramural sport was to be upon fresh air, fun, and friendship through sporting
contests.
I played intramural football last week. I never noticed the fresh air and I
made no new friends. And intramural football was not fun.
I was glad to see my game end, yet I was saddened by the fact that a stu
dent was knocked out before my team decided to quit playing.
Wc played against a team of GVSC students who, much to the amuse
ment of some spectators, punched, kicked, tripped, slapped and scratched us in
order to win an intramural touch football game.
Fights never broke out because most of the folks on our team were as
intimidated as we were surprised:
Surprised that knees and elbows were thrown during the majority of
plays.
Surprised that touch football fans often reacted to the illegal tactics used
by players with laughter and cries of, “ Knock that boy on his ass again.”
Surprised that the referee threw no penalty flags in a game that ended
with five of us huddled around a sprawled student while all hut one of our
opponents slapped palms and laughed.
And surprised that much of the rough stuff was intentional (one guy just
grinned and winked after knocking me “ upside the head” twice on one play).
After our players quit we stood together and waited for a doctor and
the college police to arrive. Some of our "touch” football opponents and their
friends strolled nearby. At one point, a young lady walked up, sarcastically
asked if the fallen student was dead, and then said, “ I wish we’d a* killed
th e ..
So I questioned the merits of Grand Valley's intramural “ touch” football
program (the injured student missed two days of classes). I asked Buzz Carhart,
who runs the program, if the game was typical of intramural football.
Buzz said he didn’t think the game was “typical," yet it wasn't rare
either. Apparently some intramural teams enjoy knocking heads in a game where
knocking heads is against the rules.
“ I've thrown flags in some rough games and had guys promise to
beat me up because of it,” said Carhart.
Carhart said he has recently "read the riot act" to some of the he-men
who'vc been teeing off on unsuspecting intramurai participants, i really hope
they listen to Buzz, because intramural sports are among very few college sanc
tioned activities for the seven thousand plus GV students who don’t participate
in varsity competition.
And, unless changes are made, the conduct of an immature few threatens
to take the fresh air, friendship, and fun out of the leisure activity of many
Grand Valley students.

T h t Lanthorn it ffw w aakly ttu d a q t p u b lica tio n o f th e Q m va V aiIcy S ip * C ollcgM . E d ito r i* a rt t f »
op b d om o f t lit w H m
o n th e
fa p o r 't c ta ff an d d o n o t ncoBH crtiy

Editor-in-Chiaf...............Bill Rohn
M a n n in g E d ito r ____ D ou g G uthrfe

N a a Ed ito r...................Bill Pinch
Footura Editor.. . . . Craig Vau^uai
• ••*•• i

The proposal was announced.
Dewey Hoitenga, representing the A ll College
Academic Senate, spoke in opposition to the proposal
and informed the board that G V 's professors had also
voted in opposition.
Board members were asked if they wanted to hear
arguments in support of the proposal.
A board member said what amounted to "N o, we
think we've heard enough."
The Board of Control subsequently voted in fmtor
of the grad school proposal.

T hose in attendance realized that it "was all over
but the shouting" even before the meeting had begun.
And those who wondered where the students
were (at last June's meeting and at last Friday's meet
ing) should have been informed—student's have more
productive uses for their time.

To Whom it may Concern:
My dear companions here at GVSCI have been searching for a definition of
a modem day Uncle Tom. So far I have
not been able to come up with one. This
society has been modified to a degree
where “ to get by" or “ make it," deems
a black an Uncle Tom.
Black people must conform to stan
dards just as other people within the sys
tem have to conform to set standards.
The problem is to find a definition for
the blacks in this system. Are they white?
Are they real people? What arc they?
Last year Wilt Chamberlain and Fred
Williamson came out with interesting arti
cles. In their articles they expressed a
great desire to separate themselves from
their black skin. A black woman was not
their equal. When a black man makes it
in America, why must he be better than
the black man he grew up with?
False people are a real trip my fellow
students. Since I am in a society where
falseness is boss, perhaps I should con
form. On the other hand maybe these
blacks who are associating with whites
on this higher plane are for real. Maybe
they lose some of the blackness in them.
Somebody fill me in please.
Troubled Man
Dear Lanthom Staff:
You would be doing me, and all
GVSC students a big favor if you’d print
the times (hours) things are open on cam
pus. There are many times when a
student needs to use the library.’ book
store, health center and so many different
things on campus but never is sure if or
when it’s open. Please help us all I
Thank you
A GVSC Student
P.S. What happened to the column, The
Doctor's Bag?!
(Editor's note: Check Page 3 for the
Hours story. A new advice column,
“No Appointment Needed, “ is on
10)

P.

To the Editor,
The way this college is run is often
mystifying.
✓
For instance, when I pay $42 tui
tion for a 3 week ceramic course, the pro
fessor tells me that there ‘Is no budget I"
for the ceramic depc. His department re
ceives s yearly budget o f $200.
This bureaucratic starvation diet
forces the poor prof to charge his 3 week
students the same fee that they would
pay for a 10-week course. Despite argu
ments pm and con, the figures that Prof.
Zawojski came up with for material expewes for our cbm total at least $120’

under our collective fee. This $120
(about half our collective $240 fee) will
he used to pad the ceramic budget for the
coming year.
If the college can’t afford to sup
port a department, maybe that depart
ment shouldn't exist, hut I don't think a
thin budget can excuse grossly overcharg
ing students and dishonesty.
-Lisa Jasnowski

Dear Editor and Students:
I really mean the first word of my
salutation to you. No one in the whole
world would rather sec you all get along
successfully than I. That is why I wrote
the article about your appearance. My
mistake was that I did not distinguish be
tween those who flagrantly and un
feelingly go about amongst the rest of
us scaring us to death with an appearance
befitting a murderous cult and the others
who, though dressed quite differently
from those of my generation, at least
look half way human and inoffensive.
We all must behave and dress in a
manner that makes others who must look
at us feel at ease, and not on edge about
some wild looking, two-legged creature,
a supposed human being who happens to
come into our range of vision or contact.
Even long hair would not offend me if
it was auric with reason and neatness
wherein ! could tell a boy from a girl
or vice versa. This issue is extremely
confusing to the elders, they, shaking
their heads in disbelief, at what they see.
I have seen young men tranticaiiy comb
and attempt to gain some sort o f control
of the wild mops they have allowed to
grow on their heads. I received two letten as of this date bitterly criticizing
me. O.K. Well done. That is what a free
nation is all about. They defended the
wild looking with the excuse that they
had to dress that way because o f a lack
o f funds for clothes. Balderdash! I left
high school in 1934. a year o f depression
and no money, except for a fortunate
few. Blue jeans and sweaters were plenti
ful, of necessity, but neat and well worn.
Well. I cold you what I thought about
you after I visited your campus and the
two critics who wrote roe, as o f this date,
have not diangcd my mind one whit.
Wishing you all success and happiness in
your lives, I remain, a guy who likes kids

Mr. Marion V. dark
1191 C aaciot Drive
N. Mmh-ifou
Mirhipm 4944$
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GVSC Students Team With MSU In Mill Creek Study
BY BETTY MATTSON
Mill Creek Basin Study, a large scale,
long term research project, was begun by
the Environmental Sciences Department
of CAS this summer. Under the direction
of Dr. William Yerkes, Jr., chairman of
the department, the project will offer
valuable research experience to ten or
more students each term for the next two
years.
The Mill Creek Basin, located in Al
pine, Piainficm and Wright Townships,
covers a variety of land uses, from fruit
tree and grain farming, suburban sub
divisions. commercial and industrial dis
tricts.
Students arc gathering field data on
stream velocity, chemical properties of
the • water, biologic organisms present,
weather, soil and air temperature. They
are also mapping the region in detail and
correlating the data with a computer at
Michigan State University.
The study was begun when MSU re
ceived a grant from the Environmental
Protection Agency, to carry out two river
basin studies in Michigan, and requested
GVSC’s aid with the Mill Creek research.
Other field work on the project is
done by GVSC students Only the most
dedicated, or perhaps those living closest
to the basin, volunteer for “event
sampling." That is going out in the rain
and eventually snow storms, to record the

changes the weather is causing in the sys
tem. ‘
This event orientated information is
gathered along with routine checks on the
temperatures and rainfall recorded on
charts which are changed weekly by the
monitors. Other information collected
like how fast the rain falls, and if it ar
rives in two days out of the month, or is
spread out more evenly, having almost as
much affect on the water system as how
much rain falls each month. Recently
led Bush reported wading chest deep in a
portion of the stream that is normally
only a trickle.
Professor Fred Bcvis and students
will make a total of 29 maps over the
duration of the study using the official
U S. Geologic Survey contour map as a
base data source.
The maps will show soil types, slope,
geologic situation, and ground water
tables. Maps will be interpreted into
useful “derived" maps that will indicate,
for instance, if a particular location
would be suitable for a septic tank.
Many of the research stations arc
located on private property, mostly
farms, and she cooperation of residents
of the basin with the researchers has
been fantastic. At this early date, no
one knows exactly what will be learned
from the study, but everyone is working
together to gather the data.
Mr. Philip Nunn, assistant director
of the Urban and Environmental Studies

Parking Study Completed

(irand Valley students collect data at Mill Creek
Institute and an adjunct professor in
Environmental Sciences, is project coordi
nator. Processors from the Environmental
Sciences Department serve as supervisors,
but most of the actual work on the pro-

jeet is done by students. GVSC offers undergraduate students a rare opportunity
to participate in research of this type,
which in larger schools is usually reserved
for the graduate students.

GVSC CAMPUS HOURS
BY CRAIG VAUGHAN
and DEANNE COONEY
Tired of being ai the right place at
the wrong time?
Here is a list of the various organizations and service on campus, and the
hours that they arc available. It could
save you a long walk across campus on a
cold winter’s day.

Library—

9 am 1 1; 30 pm
10 am 11 30 pm

S
Sun

Listening LoungeM/Th
F
S
Sun

10 am -9 pm
11 am -11 pm
11 am - 11 pm
Noon 9 pm

Crafts RoomBY DOUG GUTHRIE
In response to a Lanthom editorial,
Campus Police Chief, Purl Cobb, has com
pleted a parking survey and is requesting
an official inquiry to answer what should
be done.
“I would like to see a group of in
terested students, faculty, and staff make
their own survey and determine what
priority new lots have with the other
needs of Grand Valley," said Cobb.
There are parking lots planned for
Grand Valley’s future but they are not
slated for construction for several years.
Any new parking facilities wiil be further
away than existing lots and at present
construction rates they will cost $400
per space. “With money as tight as it is
we will just have to use the space w* have
more carefully," stated Cobb.
Cobb’s survey, which was taken last
Thursday, Friday, and Monday, showed
at least 50 percent o f the parking spaces
in the lot on the south side o f the field*
house and the lot on the south end o f
campus, unused. The survey was taken
at 9 am and at 2 pm. The ocher lots were
filled and each had numerous parking
violators.
“We’ve been writing more tickets
than ever,” said Cobb, “We have in
creased our security force and have
student member to each
ticket writers
lot in front o f the

Campus Center. Two of these students
were hired by Auxiliary Operations and
then assigned to the Campus Police.
“ Auxiliary thought they weren’t getting
as much revenue from the lot as they
shtHild," explained Cobb. Auxiliary
Operations runs the non-academic build
ings on campus such as the Campus Cen
ter.
Another new policy the Campus
Police have adopted to fight parking
violators is the “most wanted list.”
"We have no problem catching up
with students who owe for violations,”
explained Cobb, “ they can't register
until all tickets arc paid, but some faculty
and staff members are taking advantage
of their positions by not paying fines."
62 members of the faculty and
staff have outstanding tickets.

M/Th
F
S
Sun

H am Midnight
8 atn-5 pm
1 pin- 5 pm
1 pm Midnight

Bookstore-

w
Sun

10:30 am -9 pm
10:30 am 1 1 pm
Noon 9 pm

Games Room
8 JO am 8 pm
8:30 am -4 30 pm

M/T
W/F

Cminsnlinn Center—
M/F
T/Th

8:30 am -8 pm
5 p m -7 ;3 0 pm

M/F
S/Sun

8:30 am -4:30 pm
M/T/F
8:30
am -8:30 pm
W/Th
•
Academic Advising Center-

Sun

M/F

8 30 am -10
11 am 9
10 am - 7
Noon- 8

pm
pm
pm
pm

Commons Dining R o o m -

Daily:
Breakfast
9 am - 4 pm
Brunch
Lunch
. »",
* • • Dinner
8 am -5 pm
Snack B a r-

llwlth Center-

10 30 am 11 pm
Noon -11 pm

FieldhouseM/Th
P
5

Concession S ta n d -

M /F
There air 15 names and license num
bers on the "most wanted list," all
faculty and staff members with ten or
more outstanding tickets.
Copies o f (he list have been sent
to all deans, module heads and vicepresidents.
"The other day we caught one of
the faculty members from the list illegally
parked and dapped the wheel-lock on bis
car," told Cobb, “we wouldn’t take it off
until he wrote out a check for the $64 be
owed in fines."
“We like to wak until they park
illegally." Cobb warned, "but we don’t
have to."
1

M/T/Th/S

7 am- 9 am
9 a m -11 am
9 am -11 am
11 am -1:15 pm
4i45 pm -6;30 pm

VD C lin ic •

T

M/F

7:3P am 9 pm

No o o -3 pm
Campus Center Snack B a r-

Gynecology C lin ic w

1 pm -5 pm

7:30 am -10:30 pm
11:30 a m -!0 :3 0 pm

Buzz 2 0 6 -

CAM PUS C E N T E R M/F

M/F
S/Sun

7 am- 1 1 :30 pm

M/F

8:30 am -5 pm
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College A Waste At Any Price?

WITH TH E CAM PUS M IN ISTRY

265 Lake Huron, ext. 111
Grand Valley State College!
beginning with this wrrk s column, and in succeeding weeks, we will be
featuring different campus ministers learning about their backgrounds, philo
sophies, and insights in an effort to help readers get to know their campus mini
sters This week Erv Hode
"I came out of a strong ecumenical background," says F.rv Bode, one of
Grand Valley’s campus ministers.
Mis point is well taken.
f.rv is serving with GVSC’s Campus Ministry Council under the direction
of United Ministries in Higher Education. UMHF. in Michigan is a joint effort of
four denominations: Disciples of Christ, United Church of Christ. United Pres
byterian, and United Methodist. His own church “ roots" arc in a denomination
which no longer exists—over a decade ago it joined with another to form the
United Church of Christ, in which Erv presently is ordained.
“My whole point of orientation is by definition-ecumenical, and by
choice," he adds. "I think that our diversity is rich and we can give something
to each other. . .It farces me to think where I stand."
Bode has spent much of his life in the St. Ix>uis area. His teenage years,
seminary studies, and service for six years as a parish minister all occurcd in the
vicinity of St. Louis
There have been sixteen ministers in Flrv’s family background. He is in a
fourth generation of ministers.
Of the personal effects of that family background he says, “ It’s definitely
a really strong part of my root system. . .I've come to appreciate that system
more and more all the time."
Bode secs his role here as a “bridge" between the church community and
the college institution. But his ministry, he adds, "is to all people; it is not just
to the Christian community.” It is, "to help them -in whatever way is appropri
ate to become fuller human beings ”
Some of his time is spent in local churches, giving them assistance in
things such as small group development, goal-setting, and planning.
One of the duties of a campus minister, says Bode, is to “live out in the
lives of persons, that which you stand for. My job is not to somehow Christian
ize this place; but it is to be a Christian witness. To honor my pilgrimage is some
thing I need; and to honor other people’s pilgrimages is my desire. And I'll do
any kind of thing to help that happen."
Some of the things Erv is doing this temi to "help that happen” arc
heading up a faculty /staff seminar on values and professional life, a student task
force on world problems and social issues, and a seminar on spiritual journeying.
Bode has been a campus minister here for eight years, longer than any
other minister here. "When I came," he recalls, “ there was no Campus Ministry
Council." Finally, one was formed, but, "That first year was a very lonely year.”
Presently there arc nine people working full or part-time with Campus
Ministry.
Of course, Grand Valley has grown too. From only 1300 students when
Bode first came, to a current enrollment of over 7000. How does that affect his
role as a “ bridge?"
"As the place gets bigger and biggei, that means we cannot have as much
personal contact with people percentage wise. There are possibilities of anonymi
ty, dehumanizing processes, and lack of concern for persons gets stronger just by
virtue of its size. The change is to have that sense of worth as individuals remain.
The focal point of personhood is the central one. The challenge of it is greater
and I respond to that challenge."
And how has he seen student's religious attitudes and values change in
the las: eight years?
Bode notes that “ in the late sixties there seemed to be more anger at
the institutional church than there is today." He adds that there is also less in
volvement and more apathy about the church today. The additions of TJC and
WjC to the campus seemed to bring “greater religious pluralism" to the campus
community; and Bode sees a "greater interest in religious experience" now than
ever before.
Erv. his wife, and three children live in Allendale.
UPCOMING EVENTS: Wednesday, October 29. Conference Room C -a discussion/qucstion and answer session: "Where does God go to church?"

A Complete Selection
o f ArtSuppbee
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BY CYNTHIA CROSSEN

I

There was a time when going to col
lege was an honor, a promising sign, a
good omen for the future. Jobs were
plentiful for the upwardly mobile. Col
lege-educated people were thought to be
bound for a better world, armed with the
ability to think and analyze that they had
acquired in college. If everyone were col
lege educated, many people thought, the
world would be a better place to live.
But Caroline Bird, author of the
controversial book The Case Against Col
lege, and a college graduate herself, argues
that these were just society’s myths dur
ing the education boom of the laic fifties
and sixties. The space race with Russia
was in progress and mass higher education
seemed to be the hope of the future. But
statistics in the early seventies show that
many college graduates ate working in
factories, driving cabs or waiting on
tables. It is not only the shortage of jobs
which have driven the well-educated into
manual labor. Bird claims. It has also be
come apparent to some that college grad
uates arc not the invaluable commodity
they once were thought to be.
Why then, Bird wonders rhetorically,
arc so many young people still flocking
to college, knowing that four years of
training won't insure them a job in their
fields? It is partly the religion of the
liberal arts education. Bird concludes. A
body of worship has come to surround
the liberally educated person. No one
dares to propose that better and more
useful learning can be obtained outside
the university walls. The ideal Renais
sance-style liberal education is an unques
tioned good.
Hut Bird suggests that learning o u t
side the university would be a better
choice for as many as a third of the stu
dents now in college who came to get
away from home, to be independent
without really cutting off all ties or just
to pass four years without having to take
an unpromising job.
Bird's evaluation of the college ex
perience has been the subject of heated
criticism by college administrators and
students.
Attacks by administrators have usual
ly centered on her section concerning col
lege as an investment. Bird contends that
if a student took the money he spent on
college-related expenses, added the mon
ey he would have earned working those

fou* years, and put it all into a bank in
stead, by age 60 he would have accumu
lated more money than a college graduate
who earned the average yearly salary for
college-educated workers. In other words,
don’r do it for the money. Bird advises.
Oddly enough, an American Council
of Education survey showed that more
students were going to college to be "very
well o f f in 1974 than in 1966, when the
chances of attaining that goal soon after
college were much greater.
Attacks by recent graduates have
been harsher and more angry than those
by administrators and professors, Bird
said in an interview. "I've received many
illiterate attacks from people who have
just graduated from college, which proves
my point."
“College graduates tend to feel that
by my saying college is not all that good.
I’m taking something away from them.
They think if I’d only shut up, things
about college would be a lot better," Bird
said.
Bird’s critics have also claimed that
college enriches the society by producing
better citizens, but Bird finds this myth
as invalid as the rest. College doesn’t
create bright, ambitious, happy, liberal
people from nothing. The bright, ambi
tious, happy, liberal peple arc the ones
who choose to go to college. This class
selectivity may become more prevalent
as tuition and expenses rise while loan
money becomes scarcer and more expen
sive.
For now, society uses the college
degree as a kind of first-round screening
in picking candidates for the future. In
many cases, Bird argues, a college educa
tion is unnecessary since most jobs re
quire extensive training that a person
with common sense could easily pick up
It is a kind of snobbishness which is
based paorc on pretense than reality.
“The bellhop at the hotel where I
stayed last night had a college degree,"
Bird said. "If a hotel can afford to re
quire their bellhops to have a college
degree, they will. If everybody goes
to college, you can demand a degree to be
a bellhop It’s just like charging every
body a heavy tax for getting a jo b any job."
Bird said she hadn't changed her
assessment of college because of the re
actions she has received. "College is fine
if you want it. but it can’t be thrust upon
you. Nobody will stop dead if they don’t
go to college.”
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M ary Snyder

I am a person experiencing life a* a female. Ami all my energies are being
consumed by this very important aspect of being me. ! am learning how to relate
to my sexuality, my cultural history as a woman, with other women and men
who are participating in the "Women, World, and Wonder" program at TJC I am
interested in the myths and realities which surround functioning women in our
patriarchial society. I want to encourage other women who believe that there is
more to being a woman and student than they have expenenced to check out
this program.
The "WWW" progi^iii is not restricted to TJC people. Presently attempts
arc being made to integrate it into the Womens' studies at WJC (cross-registra
tion is also possible).
Another possibility for women who may not want to take these types of
classes, but still wish to come in contact with other women to share ideas and
discuss different viewpoints, is to come to the womens' meetings being held
every Wednesday at 10:00 am. They are held in the Womens' Center which is lo
cated in room 220 of the Commons on the north end of campus. (Please enter
by way of the doors facing Manitou.)
Among this term's activities a potluck dinner celebration was held
Friday, Oct. 10 at the Center. The dinner featured Home-cooking and there was
fine music to sit hack and enjoy or get out and dance to. I would like to
personally thank Janis and Eva for organizing the affair, because I had a very
good time just being able to enjoy the company of other women. I'm sure (hat
because of the success of this dinner and party there will he others planned for
the rest of the year. All it takes is for a few of us to get things going to make our
fantasies come true!
There are plans being made now to redecorate the Center We have quite
a bit of material to work with, hut all the ideas and help offered will hc gladly
accepted.
1 want to see the womens' group make things happen here and I believe
we can do so. If we really want to have the chance to have a good time together
and learn from each other at the same time I feel we should get things going now
since we arc here and we have opportunity. The Wednesday meetings arc where
ideas and plans arc discussed so please come on over. If you have other questions
you can come and sec me at the Lanthorn office or contact Linda Smith at ext.
459.
This column is my space for my views, but it also can become a place for
the views of other women at Grand Valley. If you have some feedback for me or
want to let me know what you would like to sec in this column, speak o jt. You
can write the Lanthorn or call me at ext. 120.

jCUSDE
Recipe HJ2

★ Add ice to a mixing glass or jelly jar,
depending on your financial situation.
★ Pour in 2 oz. of Jose Cuervo Tfequila.
★ The juice from half a lime.
★ 1 tbsp. of honey.
★ Shake.
ir Strain into a cocktail glass or
peanut butter jar, depending on your
financial situation. •

I AND
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fUsedOBK?^’-----Gonna Be Arrested? You Had Better Know Your Rights
BY DAVE KINTIGII

''You have the right to remain ulent,
you have the right to an attorney, tf you
cannot afford an attorney one will he ap
pointed for you free o f charge, anything
you say may he used against you in a
court o f law."
You have just been busted, the police
have finished reading you your rights and
the officer looks up from the card he has
read, and asks, "Do you understand your
rights?” You reply, "Yes.” Me then smiles
bis cheerful public servant, fatherly smile
and asks,‘‘You do want to waive your
rights and clear this thing up don't you?"
” 1111.1, NO!" you don’t want to
waive any rights, especially if you are
anything less than totally innocent of
whatever the charge is, and even if you
are totally innocent you should talk to a
lawyer Iwrforc making any statements to
the police. Remember you arc under
arrest and the police are about to take
you downtown, as the saying goes.
In an effort to explore this question
of what you should do if you find your
self in. the above position I went to the
Waters Building in downtown Grand
Rapids and talked with David Cassclman,
one of the bnghtest young trial
attorneys in Grand Rapids. Then I visited
the Hall of Justice to talk with Joel
Hockstra of the Prosecutor's Staff.
Cassclman explained some of the
mistakes that people make when they get
arrested. One of the most frequent is to
assume that you can talk "your way out
of it.” To do that you might have to tell
a series of small lies lies that if proven to
be lies in court will impeach your testi
mony or he used to cast suspicion upon
you. Remember that the prosecution
must prove that you are guilty. L»on:t
give them anything that can be used
against you. The best rule of all is to say
nothing.
What if the police indicate to you
that if you will cooperate with them they
will make it easier on you. According to
Casselman, the Police do not have the
right to talk for the Prosecutor or the
Judge. !f they really are serious about
making some kind of deal they will think
enough of it to be sure that a prosecutor
is present and the prosecutor hopefully

will be smart enough to have your la w 
yer present.

It is part bf a Police Officer’s training
to learn how to interview a suspcc*. They
learn techniques of how to appear to pro
mise something but not really promise it,
saying such things as, "We’ll talk to the
judge." Of course they will and to the
jury too. They’ll tell them all about how
you did something illegal, but will they
ask them to drop the whole thing? Of
course not.
In summing it up Casselman said, "It
is important that anyone who is arrested
not waive any of their rights and that

The focus of this article has been no
what you should do if you are arrested
off campus, however everything said
would also lie applicable to an on campus
bust. The Grand Valley Student Congress
publishes a booklet intitled Student
Rights, and this booklet is available in the
Student Congress Office located in the

C.ampu* Center. It explains your rights
while on campus to pass out literature,
express your opinions and what the
formal procedures are if you are caiied
before the All-Campus Judiciary.
So be sure that you know your rights
before the law. You’ll be glad you did.

they keep their mouth shut. Never make
any kind of a deal without your lawyer
being present and remember that if you
cannot afford an attorney the court
must appoint one to defend you, but
above all else keep your mouth shut until
you have talked with an attorney."
Joel lloekstra, of the Prosecutor's
staff, was reluctant to give answers to
some of my questions because of the dif
ferent perspectives that he must view
things from. However, he did agree that if
be were a defense attorney he would not
want his clients talking with the police.
His advice was to first of all stay out of
trouble, and second, if you find yourself
in trouble, keep your mouth shut until
you talk with a lawyer..
lloekstra did raise an interesting issue
when I asked him about the Rights Card
that the Grand Rapids Police ask you to
sign after they have read it to you. It was
my understanding that the Police were re
quired to ask you to sign the card so they
would have proof that they had read it to
you. Not so, according to Hockstra. It is
up to the individual police departments
what their policy will be. He did say that
it would give the Police more credibility
in Court if they would always have an
accused person sign the card after having
read it to them. That way there would
not be any question as to whether a
defendant had been informed of his
rights.
When I asked Hoekstra to explain
why the courts aiiow such a difference of
policy tc exist when it could so vitally
attect so many cases he was unable to
give any answer.

Ray Vrazel, Mike Birtwhistlc, Dan Gilmore, and
Tom l.illard take a break.

Stage 3 Shifts Emphasis
BY CRAIG VAUGHAN

"In order to support an actor of Dil
lard’s fine ability, and to pay him accord
Stage 3. the experimental theatre ingly,” he explained, "it became neces
that grew out of Thomas Jefferson Col sary to do a bigger box office buisness.
lege. is beginning its fifth season with a When asked how this affected the original
slightly different emphasis.
college/community theatre concept of
“We're trying to get away from the Stage 3. Birthwhistle replied, "We haven't
selfish experimentation that we’ve been altered it, we’ve merely added the com
engaged in during our previous seasons,” ponent of the professional actor."
explained founder Michael Birtwhistle,
The seating and stage arrangement
"and instead we’re moving towards pre will remain basically the same for the rest
senting productions that will have a wider of this season. There is seating for 113
audience appeal. In the past, there have people, and the intimacy of the set lends
been productions that we knew would itself to productions like “ One Flew
not be popular, but as an experimenting Over the Cuckoo’s Nest."
group these productions were both fun
The next production scheduled to
to do, and served an educational purpose
open
Friday, November 7, is Jason Mil
for the students involved."
ler’s “That Championship Season," at
9:30 pm Tuesday through Saturday
"The main reason for moving in this
nights. Some plays under consideration
direction has been the acquisition of Tom
for the remainder of the season include,
Lillard, who is one of the six members
"A Thousand Clowns,” “Of Mice and
of the Actor’s Company Theatre." When
we first presented ‘Cuckoo's Nest' last Men," and “ RosencranU and Guilderterm, we discovered that Tom was serving stem Are Dead."
Ticket reservations and information
as a mode! to many of the non-profes
can be obtained by calling the box office
sionals in the cast, and at lest ten people
at 459-0298, between 4 pm and 8 pm
turned in performances surpassing everydaily.
ones’ expectations,"Birtwhistle said.

Campus Coeds Find ihat Men Are Sexually Ignorant
BY SHERWOOD ROSS
Third o f a three-part series
At Yale, 21-yearold Abby took the
opportunity her first two yean on c4mpus to have "just an amazing experience,
sexually, sleeping with a lot o f different
people." In retrospect, she felt she didn’t
find promiscuity satisfying. "There are
girls at Yale who have slept with absolute
ly everybody,” she said, indicating that
many coeds are promiscuous. “They're
real big whores around campus, known
for it and don’t mind. They've slept
with a diffemt guy every weekend of
their Yale career and they don’t want
anything. You can ace their names in
the bathrooms."
Then, betraying a touch o f compe
titive spirit, she added, “f W slept with •
a lot more boys than my friends base, but
we don’t sit around com pany noma.”

Bryn Mawr coed Diana, 18, prefers
sex without commitment. “ If I like some
one for a night, he attracts me for an
evening or I’ve been watching him and I
want to sleep with him. . .1 will! And
then 111 get out o f bed and not think any
more about it, no commitment.
Some coeds said they must be in
volved emotionally with a man either to
enjoy sex fully or to feel good about
themselves mentally, or bod). Secna, age
20, o f Bryn Mawr. said, “I found I could
only really enjoy a man’s body, including
his penis, if I had emotional feelm p as
well. Sex is the ultimate enjoyment and
I know instinctively that it shouldn’t be
restricted to the emotion o f love; but un
less there’s a tremendous factor o f recip
rocity. I feel like a tramp. I enjoy sex
mote and pat more o f m yself into it
when lYn in love.”

Among college girls, the survey
found growing realization that many men
are sexually ignorant about women and
also a determination by coeds to require
their sex partners to assume more o f the
responsibility for birth control. Yale’s
Abby, 21, says. "I find that most boys
at Yale aren't that experiences and they
don’t give a damn if the girl has an
orgasm or not. For the little pleasure you
get out o f it, frankly, it’s not worth if."
Her colleague. Susan, also 20, said. “Wo
men are discussing contraception more
and comparing methods. Before, it was
the pill and nothing else. A lot o f women
don’t want to put any chemical sub
stances into their bodies, and it’s good
to hear they’re thinking about alterna
t e " and putting themselves first.” She
cowdem and jeBy or condom with the

diaphragm. . .makes the guy work for it,
too."
The survey also turned up the unique
woman. Barb, age 17, o f Vassar, who con
fessed, “ IVe became less liberal in my
sexual attitude since f came to college.
When I was 15 and 16. I thought it was
great to have these wild, whenever-youfeeHike-it, wheneve r-it-feels-good sexual
relationships. I really don’t believe that
anymore." Now, she says, she looks dis
cerningly for men with shared values.
And what has been the impact o f
Women’s Lib on the campus? Bryn
Mawr’s Kay. age 19. said. “Socallcd
sexual liberation has been a hype for
many college women because it’s gotten
a lot o f them jumping into bed, but it
hasn't resolved osme basic conflicts.”
And (he main conflict, she says, is be
tween her physic*! needs and her r e d
for romance. Ah. level
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First things First, and that is a quick
apology on the way I boobed tip last
week by identifying The J. Gcils Band
drummer as Randy Jo Hobbs instead of
Steven Jo Bladd. My error was quickly
pointed out to me by my colleague Pat
Minnick of WSRX. Randy Jo Hobbs is
the very fine drummer whose most noted
work has been with Johnny Winter. My
apologies to you, Steven and Randy and
for any confusion this might have caused.
Now, on to some movie reviews.

im tsarry
if they are well written as in "The Sting"
and "Sleuth," but "The Fortune" leaves
you asking questions and never getting
the answers.
Director Mike Nichols has put to
gether a good looking film; nice shots,
good lighting, fun music, and proper
period props, etc. Nichols also has Beatty
doing some acting for a change and
Nicholson in a completely different type
of character than he usually plays. "The
Fortune” without a doubt is a much bet
ter than average movie, but for a director
of Mike Nichols ability, it falls below par.
"The Fortune" is billed as a comedy
and at times is very funny. The problem
here is that none of the comedy scenes
■re sustained long enough iu really make
you laugh, just a lot of quick gags to
make you chuckle. As I said before it is
a better than average movie but not a
fantastic movie. Both Nicholson and
Beatty are great and Stockard Channing
shows the kind of talent that makes her
career very promising. If you can stick it
out on the story line you’ll have some fun
with this one.

"The Fortune" directed hy Mike Nichols
starring Warren Beatty, Jack Nicholson,
and Stockard ('.banning
l.ast summer I wrote an article on
the Hollywood formula film in regards
to Barbra S'Teisand’s "Funny l.ady."
The idea hen is basically the same. Get
the people with the most successful
track record you can! Nicholson and
Beatty or Beatty and Nicholson. Who
knows, who cares? It's going to do busi
ness at the box office.
A relative newcomer, Stockard
Channmg is given the female lead. Al "Ftnmanuelle" directed by Just Jarcklw
though she happens to be very good, starring Alain Cunry and Sylvia Kristel
they could have given the lead to any
This French made film is supposed
one on the street and the film would to be a new kind of well-done porno film.
still be a success because of Nicholson The only difference between this and
and Beatty.
most run of the mill X-rated films is the
The story is a very complicated photography is' a little better and the s:x
involved story line about Nicky (Beatty) scenes not as explicit.
who cannot get a divorce but wants to
No matter how you look at it the
marry Freddy (Channing), a wealthy acting in this film was minimal, the dia
heiress, so he has her marry his cohort log was so ridiculous it was com y-w e
Oscar (Nicholson) so they can separate must have lost something in the translaher from her family and then from her tio n -an d the soundtrack was the abso
money.
lute worst.
As you can see the whole thing is
If I were you I wouldn't put this real
pretty absurd and very awkward to work
high on your priority list of things to do
with. Complicated story lines arc fine this weekend.

Bottle Return
Bill Will Be
Reconsidered
BY CHERYL WYBORAY
The Returnable Bottle Bill, H.B. 4296, is again being considered in the
Michigan House of Representatives. You may remember other times in the past
rwo years when this bill has beer, up for ratification. Now, hecuase of new sup
port from the governor and a new committee situation, another try is being
made in 1975 by the House to ratify it.
The features of this bill are threefold: A ten cent deposit on containers
removed from the place of sale or a five cent deposit on containers that are stan
dardized for use by several companies; ban on pull tab openers; stores that sell
drinks must give refunds on the bottles of the same brand. There are several
strong arguments for the acceptance of this bill. For example, a cleaner country
side. Bottles will not litter the roadside as extensively as they do now because
throwing a botde out a car window means throwing money out the window.
Secondly, lower taxes because less solid-waste disposal for local governments
and less cosdy highway cleanup. Also proposed is lower prices for the consum
ers. A 1975 Pirgim survey found 3 to 7 cent savings per bottle for a beverage
bought in a returnable rather than throw-away container. Abo a 1974 study by
economics professor Myron H. Ross of W.M.ll. estimated statewide consumer
savings of 66,000,000 per year. Fourthly, but of immediate concern is the con
servation of resources. It will take less energy and less metals and minerals to
return, dean, and m-usc one bottle ten times than to make all new bottles.
PIRGIM (Public Interest Research Group in Michigan), in accordance,
with its desire to fight for consumer rights and environmental protection is mak
ing a strong effort to urge people to act on this bill immediately. We ask you to
write to your Grand Rapids House of Representative* and to representatives
o f your voting districts and ask them to pass this bill. Letters need to be written
soon because the bill will came up in the House in early November. Pirgrim will
assist you with this Thursday, October 23 and Friday, October 21 from 11 to
1 in the Student Center Lobby. Provided will be paper, envelopes, stamps,
names and addresses o f representatives.
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Two Down, Two To Go —
Lakers Crush Saginaw
BY f)AN NILSEN
Defense and Jamie Hosford.
For ail practical purposes, those were
the oniy implements needed ro dispose of
Saginaw Valley State, 32-5, last Saturday
afternoon here on campus. Little more
was required as Grand Valley rolled to its
sixth consecutive victory, a school record,
and second successive triumph in the
Great Lakes Conference.
Now tied with Hillsdale at 2-1, and
crowding league-leader Northwood (2-0),
the laikera face each of those schools in
the next three weeks, traveling to Northwood this Saturday for still another
"key" game.
Hosford ran possessed through a
helpless Cardinal defense enroute to 212
yards, 44 short of the school-record 256
covered by John Mahan against Manches
ter, Ind. two years ago. Hosford's perfor
mance came on 26 carries, good for an
average of more than eight yards a tote,
and included several breakaways, one of
39 yards.

Despite the fact that Saginaw Valley
controlled the ball for nearly 20 of the 30
minutes in the second half, the Cardinals
mustered just 216 total yards (to Grand
Valley’s 402). The losers averaged slightly
more than two yards per rushing attempt
and, while completing 13 of 24 passes,
were intercepted three times by a Laker
secondary that now has 19 to its credit in
seven games.
Once again, Roger McCoy kicked
himself into the spotlight, enlisting the
aid of a strong wind to drill a 52-yard
field goal, breaking his own school mark
set earlier this season. The freshman from
ljkew ood did miss on a pair of extra
point attempts, his first failures after 24
consecutive PAT’s, another school mark.
Freshman quarterback Kurt Bultema,
despite several glaring mistakes while
operating the Veer, took Grand Valley 95
yards on 11 plays for one touchdown and
83 yards on 11 plays for another as Hos
ford and tailback Chris Lehmann feasted
on the Cardinal defense.

Above, Jamie Hosford (3 2 ) rambles free through SV defense
while, below, Laker Daryl Gooden (4 3 ) zeroes in on Cards’ Mark
Guimond.

Coach

Adding a pair of touchdowns, the
junior fullback out of Crcston High
School enjoyed his finest day as a Laker,
all precipitated by his own fumble in the
first quarter. The mistake seemingly ob
sessed
Hosford all afternoon and, as
Coach lim Harkema observed, "He responded like a thoroughbred.”

But
Bow

That fumble, incidentally, was the
first of at least six golden opportunities
presented to Saginaw Valley, which could
not capitalize on one against Grand Val
ley's finest defensive showing thus far. A
Laker defense that “grew up" in Harkema's estimation, stopped the frustrated
Cardinals six times inside the 35-yardline
and once on a first-and-goal situation at
the four.
Although the touchdown would have
meant little at the dme in light of the 263 count on the scoreboard, Laker success
at denying the score on four straight runs
was quite satisfying, and a safety on
Grand Valley's first play from the one
failed to spoil the feeling.
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“Potential” is one of a sportswriter's
favorite woids. It protects him. Say. if
their is an athlete who has great ability
but the sporawriter doesn't know whe
ther or not the athlete can fully use the
talent he has, enter the word “potential.”
So. if said athlete doesn't pan out the uni
ter can say, “I didn’t say he would be
great, all 1 said is that he had potential."
Roger McCoy has potential.
For those of you who don't know
Roger McCoy from Walter Brennan,
Roger is the young plsce-kicker for the
Grand Valley Lakers who. on
nr kick-offs into
ia
A l das hw n a
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Proud

BY DAVE KINTIGH

schedule from his senior year in high
school.
McCoy, a freshman from nearby
Lakewood High School, could be Grand
Valley's first legitimate pro football pros
pect. Of course, his accuracy from 40 to
50 yards out will have to be improved
and he’ll have to kick a field goal of
enormous proportion to gain national
attention.
Now, if athletic director Don Dufek
had a tittle Charles Finley (owner o f the'
Oakland A’s) in him, he would come up
with a new name for McCoy that would
get Roger the ink he would need. Some
thing snappy, like “ Roger ‘Catfish’ McKick.”
But MeCoy’s future is ia his own
hands. He’s M in t to have to i

Aw n

W k t T

Rogtr McCoy
crowds or pro scouts around.
Sure, it would be caner if McCoy i
it a school like Michigan or Michigan
State, but that doesn't
it can't be
done. Adi
Bay Packers
Yes sir. oT
POTENTIAL.

Grand Valley ran into its toughest
competition of the season October 18
against the Varsity Soccer Team at Alma
College, losing 2 to 1. Laker coach
Antonio HerTcra had been looking for
ward to this match as a measuring stick
for his young squad.
The Alma varsity is consistently one
of the finest in Michigan, according to
Herrera. "They operate a complete
Varsity and Junior Varsity program and
I am very pleased that we were able to
give the strong showing that we did.”
Herrera adds.
The lone Laker goal was scored in
the second period when Rick (Chico)
Bouzs slammed the ball into the Alma
net.
“The conditions for the match were
less than ideal, a strong blustery wind
both helped and hindered each squad,”
Herrera added.
Earlier in the week the Laken were
tied by the Hope College Vanity 1 to 1.
The Laken led through the fsn: period
on a goal by Chris Miller. Hope scored
mid-way through the second period to
tie the match. Grand Valley was unable
to score again and had to settle for the
tic.
Herrera expressed pleasure at the
showing o f his squad during the first
half o f the Hope match, calling it the
best half of soccer ever played by Grand
Valley.
The Lakers will be entertaining Alma
October 23 at 2 pm on the Grand Valley
C n p n s. Hcrraa ia looking forward to
a poarittc upaet o f the Ahne Vanity.
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BV MAHCiAKET C) "DWYER
Hike up your knee pads, l akers,

we'll find out who the real man is on the court,” barks Rohn (right).
Lanthofn Photo by Marti Harmal

Lanthorn, Congress

To

Square Off: Heads Will Roll
BY DOUG GUTHRIE
In its first match of the season, the Tanthorn challenge
volleyball team will take on the Student Congress under Grand
Valley's Dome tomorrow night.
The Tanthorn team will rely on its fast wit and awesome
organizational abilities while the plucky Student Congress will
bring all of its powers of petition to bear at the net.
Frank Musto, Student Congress president, claims that bis
Congress spikers "will finally get back at the Tanthorn for all the
guff the CongTcss has taken in the past."
Bill Rohn. l.anthorn editor-in-chief, says confidently that,
“ Boss Musto's goons don’t stand a chance against the Crusher
(Rohn)."
The first team to take three out of five games will be de
clared the victor. Basic rules will be followed such as net viola
tions and thou shalt not kill.
Game time is 7 pm Friday and nobody has enough guts to
charge admission. Gawking is encouraged so bring your loved
ones to an insipid evening under the Dome.
lanthorn spikers currently arc accepting challenges from
organizations which play on a similar level of ineptitude.

Lakers Seventh in CC Invitational
BY BOB FRIPP
Paced by a thirty-fourth place finish
from senior Ken Zimmerman, the Grand
Valley cross-country team placed seventh
in a ten-team field at the Grand Valley In
vitational last Saturday as Hillsdale
College pulled out a narrow three-point
victory over Ferris State.
Defending meet champion and
course record holder Tony Luttrell of
Spring Arbor did it again, taking a 16-sec
ond victory over runnerup Steve Foun
tain of Ferris State with a 25:36 time for
the scenic five mile course.
Hillsdale showed amazing depth as
their fifth man took 11th place to lock
up victory with 35 points. Ferris took
second with 38 points, followed by
Spring Arbor with 73 and Aquinas with
75. The University o f Detroit was fifth
with 185 points, followed by Lake Su
perior State with 204, GVSC with 221
and Grand Rapids Baptist with 227.
Ninth was Oakland with 229 and Saginaw
Valley was tenth an a disqualification.

The first man across the line for
Grand Valley was la n y Harris, a sopho
more in his first meet of the season. How
ever, his thirty-third place finish did not
count in the team placings because he
was ineligible for an official placing in the
meet. Right behind Zimmerman’s 28:41
time once again was Laker Hal Byram,
who took thirty-fifth in 29:04. Third for
Grand Valley was Ed Flores in 40th place
with a 29:47 clocking. Gary Pearce was
54th in a disappointing 32:23 time, with
Jim Marsh rounding out the top five in
58th with a 32:52 iisiic in lus first race.
Head Coach William Clinger felt that
the team was showing improvement as a
whole but mw a definite need for further
progress as the Harriers tackle their two
most important meets o f the season with
the conference meet slated for this Satur
day and the NAIA District meet at Grand
Valley on November 1. The GLIAC meet
will be held at Hillsdale College, as Ferris
will try to defend their conference tide
y m
the powerful host team. Grand
Valley is the defending runnerup.

there’s irore to come.
More gruelling volleyball, that is.
The volleyball team, which cruised to
an 11-1 record in the opening half of its
slate, and which began the rest of its
schedule by placing fourth in a rigo
rous MSU Invitational meet last weekend,
contends with Central and Eastern this
weekend, then travels to Hillsdale on
Tuesday, for a triangular meet with the
Chargers and Wayne State University.
Also remaining on the schedule arc Cal
vin, Western Michigan, and Ball State of
Indiana
In pool play at MSU last Saturday,
the Inkers dropped two games to Kellogg
Community Coiicgc, then split a pair with
Waterloo of Canada. Seeded third in the
ensuing single elimination competition,
Grand Valley l>cat Purdue 15-1 3. (>-15,
15-11, before !>cing ousted by the semi finalist Waterloo squad, 15-5, 15-5. The

host Spartan team defeated Waterloo in
the finals for the Invitational title
The upcoming lurnt with Central is
bound to l>e a tough contest. The GVSCCMU rivalry has lieen one of exhausting
volleys, games called by tune rather than
by I 5 points, and matches extending into
the full 3 or 5 games I ast year, for in
stance. the l akers split four matches with
Central, one of them Ix-ing an 8-15. 15II, 12-8 decision in the semi-finals of
state competition.
Next Tuesday, GVSC travels to Hills
dale for its final GI.IAC competition
against the Chargers and Wayne State
University. Currently 8-0 in the Great
l-akes Conference, the Takers could
clinch the league title with a pair of wins
in the triangular.
Central and Eastern invade the Tak
ers fieldhouse Saturday at 1<I am. m
GVSC’s final home meet while Tuesday's
meet with Hillsdale and Wayne State
opens at 6 p.m.
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No Appointment Needed: Are The Pap Tests Violators?
After playing Rip van Winkle for two
weeks, that still hasn’t solved my prob
lem. Is there some kind of vitamin I am
missing in my diet?

RY II SPKNCF.R TURNER. M D
QUESTION: I* it true that when a
woman get* a Pap test she is no longer
a virgin? I have heard that because the
doctor must break the hymen the wo
man loses her virginity. This makes me
unhappy since I have always intended to
remain a virgin until marriage. So what
do I tell my husband on our wedding
;ht? That I was never unfaithful, 1
just had a Pap test? I am sure he will be
thrilled to death I would like to hear
your comments on this subject.
ANSWER
I think perhaps you arc
somewhat confused as to the definition
of virginity. Virginity has nothing to do
with whether or not the hymen is in
tact. A virgin refers to a woman who has
never had sexual intercourse. Any wo
man particularly if 'he is very active
physically may have a hymen tear dur
ing the course of growing up without
ever having had sexual intercourse.
Further, the hymen docs not com
pletely cover the opening to the vagina
or the menstrual flow could not escape.
Thus, when a doctor performs a Pap
smear, in most cases the hymenal open
ing is large enough to perform a perfect
ly adequate smear without any addi
tional enlargement of the opening. How
ever, if for some reason it were neces
sary for the doctor to cut the hymen to
enlarge the opening, this still has noth
ing to do with virginity.
QUESTION: What causes the darkness
under my eyes? It looks as if I have
black eyes. I thought darkness of the
eyes came with old age, but I am only
20. I don’t wear makeup, only on occa
sion, so I know that can’t be it. I thought
it was a lack of sleep so I tried that.

ANSWER The problem to which you
refer is quite common. This apparent
darkening under the eyes may he prerent at all times in some individuals and
in other individuals is present only when
tired or, at times, with an illpcss.
If, as you say, the problem is of re
cent onset and has been persistent and
particularly if you have been getting
adequate sleep, one would wonder
about the possibility of some low-grade
infection- perhaps a viral illness. This
might particularly be the ease if indeed
you, as you say, played Rip van Winkle
for two weeks. It is not likely that any
vitamin deficiency could be causing this
problem. I would suggest that you
might wish to consult your physician
to determine whether or not you might
have some illness.
QUESTION:
I would like to know
what effect the pill has on the body and
what effect does the pill have on a baby
horn to a woman who has used pills for
many years?

The effects of the pill may mimic
early pregnancy. This is because of the
simiianry of bom iinm «r«l hormone
levels in the pdl with those in the body
during pregnancy. These symptoms may
include morning sickness, breast swel
ling and tenderness, and weight gam.
Ordinarily, however, these symptoms
will clear after several cycles on the
pill.
The pill does have several potential
ly serious side effects on the body. The
most important one of these is throm
bophlebitis, which is the formation of
a blood clot in the vein. This clot has
the potential of breaking loose from its
location in the vein, traveling to the
lung and there impeding the flow of
flood. This latter event is called pul

monary embolism and is an extremely
serious occurence.
There is also good evidence that
certain other vascular problems may be
associated with the use of the pill.
These vascular problems probably are
related to the estrogen which the pill
contains.
It should be pointed out that this
discussion is intended to be a brief re
sponse and that if one svent into extremcm detail on the effects of hor
mones contained in birth control pills
on the body, it would require many,
many pages and would probably still
be incomplete. Regarding your ques
tion about effects on the baby, to this
point there arc no known adverse ef
fects upon a baby bom to a mother who
has previously taken oral contraceptives.

* 3 3 J 0 0 ,0 0 0
U n c la im e d

S c h o la rs h ip s
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

ANSWER: Ry the pill, I can only as
sume you arc referring to birth control
pills, birth control pills, of the types
most commonly used, contain two hor
mones estrogen
and
progesterone.
They affect the body primarily by, in
essence, “ fooling" the hormone levels
which normally fluctuate throughout
the monthly cycle so that ovulation
(i.e.,release of an egg from an ovary)
docs not occur. This, of course, is the
basis for the use of the pill as a contra
ceptive.

G I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAMEO SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address.
City___

.State.

.Zip.

FOOD-N-STUF
STO P IN AN D 9fcE U S
FO R A L L Y O U R

Tax

Money

Is

Slated

For

B EER ,
W IN E,

Frogs,

Pigs,

And

Comics

Even while Americans tighten their belts to make it
through hard times, their taxes still subsidize the pursuit of know
ledge.
I he Congressional Record recently listed several uses of tax
money that Congress appropriated, including:
$6000 to study Polish bisexual frogs,
$20,000 to study the blood groups of Polish Zlotnika pigs,
$71,000 to compile the history of comic books
and $70,000 to study the smell given off by Australian abor
igines.

B R EA D ,
M ILK ,
C IG A R E T T E S ,
POP
AN D G R O C E R Y IT EM S .

INTBODUCING,,

K EG B E E R A T LOW , LOW P R IC E

QUARTMI"-eve,s

i V

n lie

£ )^ w ill ks

iturns)

f« 'have a-huge-Jine of recycled
non • fiction, science • fiction. Cliffs notes, ad infinitum.
We also stock Western MicNgms largest line of maga
zines, nap and need comics • DC, Marvel, act.

__________________________X ,
(CA LL OR STOP BY WITH YOU ft NEEDS

(fjj rrnrn
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Grand 'ktetf Stete Coleqes

PRcm st

sates

A unique combination of lectures, mime and music.

H S s S I SS5S5 W U MCUM£ T M W U J lW i:
Walter CronUta — October 25, 1975 (HO
Jack /M a rs M -N a o m b a r 19. 1975 (FH)
“Amahl A TbaN ifM Ylartor*", an apara-Oac 11.1975 (U T)
DoVos Strins EmamMa — February 6, 1976 (LAT)
The Grand Rapidi Symphony - February 26,1976 (LAT)
Yaw Hakoshima, mime - April 6, 1976 (UT)
William Doppmeim, pianist — April 16 , 1976 (U T)
Stan Kenton — May 14, 1976 (FH)
I f you were t o buy door t i c k e t s t o a l l
t h e s e e v e n t s i t would c o 9 t you $ 2 7 . 0 0 .
Why not save your money, e n j o y v a l e t
p a r k i n g a t a l l e v e n t s in LAT, a t t e n d a
P r e s i d e n t ' s Wine R e c e p t i o n a f t e r one o f
the e v e n t s , and have a y e a r ' s e n t e r t a i n 
ment and i n f o r m a t i o n l a i d o u t f o r you by
b u y i n g a Premi er S e r i e s t i c k e t f o r o n l y
$12.00.
St o p by t he Campus A c t i v i t i e s
O f f i c e in t he Campus Ce nt e r f o r more
i n f o r m a t i o n and t i c k e t s .

ZAPPA IS BACK ^
R E S EA R C H
For S a le -12x55 Trailer, Fully F u r
nished, $3,700.00. Located at
11364 Maple Ct., Knollwood Trad
er Pk.. Call Pam at 895-6-56 or 8956611 ext. 249.

Thousands of Topics
.Sand (or your up-to-date, 160maM ordtf catalog. Endoaa
11.00 to w a r poataga and

r

r ,

V

iNkW7
Waller Cronkite

Stan Kenton

Jack Anderson

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11322 IDAHO A V E .,# 206
LOS A N G ELES. C A LIF. 90028
(213) 477-S474

Grand Mole/ State Coieges

W A LTER CRO N KITE

"STANLEY
TURNTINE”
JAZZ SAXOPHONE

Tees, saw, t at isii
ana lists in L tn sn m
Advance tickets $ 5. 00, at the door.$ 5.50
Advance tickets are available ai bo*h

Oet. 25 8
GVSC DOME

Believe in Music stores, *he Rec. and tape
Ctr. and the Concession stand inthe Campus
Center a t G .V .S .C .

Adv. $2.50 Door $3.50
Tickets available at the Canpus Center Con
cession stand or at Steketae’ s , downtown
___________ wT E afiffcrev fc f l a i l g f r r e r -------------------------T------------
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News briefs......................News
briefs
%
#*
The Grand Rapids Chess Club will present a lecture
and simultaneous chess exhibir ,n by two-time U.S. Champion
Walter Browne Sunday at 2 pm at the Grand Rapids Press build
ing in GR. Those who wish to play and listen to the lecture can
do so for S7.50. The lecture alone is $2.50. Interested panics
must contact Joel Anderson (243-2687) or Mike VanderLaan
(669 6911) by Friday.
#*
The Women's Club of GVSC has awarded its 1975
Scholarship Award to Jayne Vanderlloff, a Grand Rapids resident
and student at the School of Health Sciences. Established to assist
students in completing academic pursuits, as well as to honor ex
cellence, the scholarship was initiated in the fall of 1974 by
contributions from Women’s Club members and the Colleges
community. This year's award was $200.
**
Members of the Theta Tau Theta Sorority will be
involved at the end of October in a project of ‘‘Trick or Treat for
UNICF.F.” The social-service local sorority is enlisting the aid of
all those interested at the west-central Michigan Colleges, in this
worthwhile effort.
**
Reservations are still available for The Fourth
Annual Labor-Management Conference entitled, “Current
Issues in Grievance Arbitration,” an all-day event at GVSC Wed
nesday. November 12. The conference will begin at 8 am in the
Campus Center and continue through the afternoon.
Conference fee of $15 covers luncheon and all materials.
Registration details are available from Professor John B. Payne,
Sr., School of Business Administration at extension 562 or 563.

News b riefs..........................News
**
Tickets are still available for Grand Valley State Col
leges’ new ‘*1975-1976 Premier Series." They may be secured at
$12 each for the eight-event mixture of outstanding music, mime
and lectures at the Campus Activities Office, telephone extension
242.
Stags 3, 101 Campau, N.W., Grand Rapids, has
announced that their production, "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest,” will be held over for two weeks. Performances will be
Wednesday through Saturday, October 22 to 25. and October 29
to November 1, 8 p.m.
Petar Gabriel and Robert Fripp from Genesis and King
Crimson respectively, have decided to pool their virtuoso talent:.
At least one album is planned, but no release date is known yet.

##
Attention C A S School of Business and F.E . Seidman students— Do you qualify for membership in Delta Mu
Delta National Honor Society? No goal is more worthy or attain
able than making oneself become more aware of others through
knowledge, experience and participation in a growing and useful
organization. The true individual docs nor stand motionless, but
is constantly motivated to push forward and upward towards
achievement and excellence. Delta Mu Delta, Beta Mu Chapter,
National Honor Society is the best GVSC has to offer you. Can
you meet the needs? If you want to find out the how, why and
when-call Bob Sciamanna, president, 453-9801, or Dr. Jim
Sharma, School of Business, extension 460 CA5v

WG VC Gets The Good News-Many People Are Watching
In a summer survey of 786 random
ly-selected households in the 12-county
WGVC-TV, Channel 35 viewing area, 43
percent reported that someone in the
home watched Channel 35.
The survey results were reported by
Cation manager, Gordon Lawrence, to
GVSC's Board of Control on Friday, Oc
tober 17. Results of the survey will he
used in determining the future direction
of WGVC-TV in its role as public televi
sion station serving the people of western
Michigan.
Those responding to the 21-question
telephone survey, which was conducted
through the GVSC Urban and Environ
mental Studies Institute, under the direc
tion of Laurence Ziomkowski, were

divided into two response categories, city
grade and non-city grade reception. The
major cities surveyed were Grand Rapids,
Muskegon, Holland, Grand Haven and
Kalamazoo. Eight other population cen
ters selected at random were Dutton,
Hopkins, Marne, Middlcville, Mecosta,
Orleans, Saranac, South Haven, and Trufant-Gowcn.
As a public television station, sup
ported by state and federal funds, instruc
tional TV member schools, gifts and con
tributions, major objective of the survey
was to determine viewership. Additional
ly, questions concerning total times
watched, types of programming viewed,
and sources of program listings were in
cluded.

%

Responses indicated that favorite
shows were classified as children and
documentary, followed by sports, drama,
and music. A greater proportion of
viewers held white collar or professional
occupations, had children at home,
owned more television sets and watched
more television than their non-Channel
35 viewing counterparts.
Of the 786 households responding
to the survey, 43 percent reported that
someone in the home watched Channel
35. In the city grade areas, 49 percent
tuned in Channel 35, while 27 percent
in non-city areas warchcd the channel.
Eighty-three percent of the Channel 35
viewers were regular viewers: Daily view
ers, those watching two or more hours a

day, numbered 45 percent, while 38
percent watched between two and seven
hours each week.
Although viewership declined with
distance from the city-grade coverage
area, those who were regular viewers
(watching at least one hour a week) were
so regardless of their location.
To find out what was on television,
the majority of those surveyed turned
to the TV Guide, followed closely by lo
cal major-city newspapers.

No

Sexual

Response
In

SC

South Carolina students just aren’t
that interested in sex anymore, if the en
rollment in a University of South Caro
lina short course in lovemaking is any
indication. The course was cancelled this
year due to lack of student interest.

Monday - Friday, 6:00 -1 0 :0 0 A.M.
T h e Morning Show" - A morning wake up show hosted by
Ann Quinn and ra t minnick featuring in-depth campus news, inter
views, daily event rundowns, progressive music, weather and sports.
Wednesday. 2:00 - 4:00 P.M,
“The Country Show" - with Ed Buchan non
Wednesday,
Sane Views of the World" • discussion of vital foreign and
t produced by Sana Education Fund o f Pennsylvania.

The course covered the physiology
o f sex organs, masturbation, homosexu
als and other topics students were inter.in
Gynecologist W.M. Bryan, the in
structor, said that students used to come
‘-‘in droves. Every Monday night at 7,
they filled the amphitheater with 300
to 400 people.”
Bryan said attendance dropped,
•ithcr because “ the excitement wore o ff
or everyone knew what they wanted to.
Only a handful o f students started at
tending and I just felt it was no longer
needed.”
What the University needs now,
Bryan said, is a cou n t in the psychologi
cal implications o f icx or a course on
.

